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Abstract –
There are over six hundred thousand bridges in
the U.S. which require great amount of human effort
along with expensive and specialized equipment for
maintenance. Current bridge inspections are
manually performed by inspectors which are
inefficient and unsafe. This paper presents visual and
three dimensional (3D) structure inspection for steel
bridges and steel structures using the developed
climbing robot. The robot can move freely on steel
surface, carry several sensors, and collect data then
send to the ground station for real-time monitoring as
well as further processing. Steel surface image
stitching and 3D map building are conducted to
provide a current condition of the structure.

tapping and chain dragging for delamination and
corrosion detection which are very time consuming.
Moreover, it is difficult and dangerous for the inspectors
to climb up or hang on cables inspecting large bridges
with high structures as shown in Figure 1. In addition,
reports from visual inspection may vary among
inspectors, hence the bridge’s condition cannot be
assessed precisely. Therefore, there should be a solution
which provides consistent and accurate bridge condition
report with high efficiency along with safety assurance.
If a robot carrying several advanced evaluation sensors is
able to climb on those bridges to collect data for
condition assessment, it will significantly improve the
inspection efficiency as well as enhance inspectors’
safety since they no longer have to work under dangerous
conditions.
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Introduction

There are currently over six hundred thousand bridges
in the U.S. [1] and twenty percent of them are steel
bridges. Among those, more than fifty thousand bridges
are either deficient or functionally obsolete which are
likely a growing threat to human’s safety. Collapse of
numerous bridges recorded over past 15 years has shown
significant impact on the safety of all travellers. For
instance, the Minneapolis I-35W Bridge in Minnesota,
collapsed in 2007 due to undersized gusset plates,
increased concrete surfacing load, and weight of
construction supplies/equipment [2]. The accident along
with others have grown a demand of frequent and
adequate bridge inspection and maintenance. However,
current activities require great amount of human effort
along with expensive and specialized equipment. Besides,
most bridges inspections are manually inspected by
human inspectors with visual inspection or hammer

Figure 1. Dangerous bridge inspection (source:
icaeng.com, hireuavpro.com).
The number of studies related to utilizing advanced
technology for bridge inspection and evaluation has
significant increased recently. In one hand, R.S Lim et al.
[3], N. Gucunski et al. [4], and H.M. La et al. [5]
introduce a novel robotic systems for bridge deck
inspection, while the NDE technology and NDE data
processing for bridge deck inspection and evaluation are
presented in [6] and [7]. In [8] and [9], an autonomous
robotic system integrated with advanced non-destructive
evaluation (NDE) sensors for high-efficiency bridge deck
inspection and evaluation. B. Li et al. [10] also utilized
NDE technique to perform automatic inspection on
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bridge deck and record bridge’s health condition. In the
other hand, there are several works focusing on cable
inspection. F. Xu et al. [11] introduced the design and
experiments of a wheel-based cable inspection robotic
system consisting of CCD cameras for visual inspection.
Similar robot from K.H. Cho et al. [12] enables effective
visual inspection of the cable on suspension bridge.
Besides, there were several initial implementations of
climbing robots for bridge inspection including steel
bridges. A. Mazumdar et al. [13] proposed a legged robot
that moves across a steel structure for steel bridge
inspection. Powerful permanent magnets embedded in
each foot allow the robot to hang from a steel ceiling
powerlessly while the attractive force is modulated by
tilting the foot against the steel surface. A robot with
magnetic wheels was developed by R. Wang, et al. [14]
carrying Giant Magneto Resistive sensor array for crack
and corrosion detection. Q. Liu et al. [15] and Y. Liu et
al. [16] also proposed a bridge inspection method using a
wall-climbing robot based on negative pressure adhesion
mechanism which collects crack images with a highresolution camera so that the crack can be extracted and
analysed precisely. Based on attraction force created by
permanent magnets, A. Leibbrandt et al. [17] and H.
Leon-Rodriguez et al. [18] developed different wallclimbing robots carrying NDE devices to detect weld
defects, cracks, corrosion testing that is capable of
inspecting oil tanks or steel bridges. A. San-Millan [19]
presented the development of a teleoperated wall
climbing robot which can be equipped with various
testing probes and cameras for different inspection tasks.
D. Zhu et al. [20] used a magnetic wall-climbing robot
capable of navigating on steel structures, measuring
structural vibrations, processing measurement data and
wirelessly communicating information to investigate
field performance of flexure-based mobile sensing nodes
and identify minor structural damage, and illustrate a
high sensitivity in damage detection.
In this paper, the inspection technique using visual
and three dimensional (3D) images integrated on our
developed climbing robot [21] is introduced. The robot is
able to strongly adhere and freely move on steel surface
to collect images from visual camera as well as 3D
camera. The captured images from visual camera are then
stitched together to provide a whole image of steel
surface that has been inspected. Moreover, a 3D map can
be built from 3D data in order to assist robot navigation
as well as inspecting bridge structures. With an advanced
mechanical design, the robot is able to carry a heavy load
(approximately 15 pounds) while climbing on both
inclination and upside-down surfaces. The robot can also
transit from one surface to another surface with up to 90
degrees change in orientation. Collected data are sent to
a ground station in real time for further processing. Steel
surface image stitching and 3D structure map are

generated from collected data to provide a condition of
the bridges.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the overall robot design. Section 3 presents
data collection and processing. Section 4 shows various
experiments to verify robot design and data processing.
Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion and future work.

2
2.1

Overall Design
Mechanical Design

A four motorized wheels robot design as shown in
Figure 2 is proposed which takes advantage of permanent
magnets for adhesion force creation. Therefore, it allows
the robot to adhere to steel surfaces without consuming
any power. In addition, cylinder shaped magnets are used
for convenience and flexibility in adjusting the attraction
force. Moreover, eight high torque servo motors
(525g/mm) are modified to use for driving four wheels
and four shafts – which are used for robot lifting to avoid
being stuck in rough terrain.
36 Neodymium magnet cylinders embedded in each
wheel can create magnetic force up to 14 kg/wheel if
there is no air gap between the magnets and the steel
surface [21]. However, each wheel is covered by a thin
layer of cloth to enhance the friction with steel surface,
hence the magnetic force created is reduced which is
approximately 6 kg/wheel. Additionally, a mechanism
has been added in order to lift either front or rear wheels
off if the robot is stuck on rough terrains.

Figure 2. Embedded magnet cylinders and lifting
mechanism.
When moving on steel surfaces, there are problems
needed to be addressed in order to maintain stability of
the robot which are sliding and turn-over failure. Our
previous work [21] shows that in order to avoid two types
of failure, the magnetic force created by all wheels should
satisfy
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,

(1)

is the total magnetic force, is the
where
robot’s weight (
where is robot’s mass and
is gravitational acceleration), is the distance between
the center of mass to steel surface, and is the distance
between front and rear wheels.
2.2

System Integration

Overall, the structure of the system is shown in Figure
3 and the robot with fully installed sensors and other
components are depicted in Figure 4.

the fact that magnet cylinders inside each wheel will
move when the robot moves, we can extract the velocity
and traveling distance of each wheel after combining the
data from these two sensors.
Besides, the robot has four IR range sensors mounted
at four corners of the robot, which can detect whether
there exists a surface underneath. Consequently, an edge
avoidance algorithm can be implemented using this input
to make sure that the robot can safely travel on steel
surfaces.
The robot is controlled by two controllers: a
microcontroller (MCU) based controller handling lowlevel tasks, and a powerful on-board computer for
complex processing and communication with ground
station. The low-level controller has the capability of
receiving commands from on-board computer via serial
connection including motion control, sensors data
acquisition. The on-board computer is a NUC Core i3
computer from Intel which captures video camera frames
and 3D camera images then sends them to ground station
over wireless LAN connection for data post processing
and logging. It also executes the edge avoidance
algorithm with sensors data received from the low-level
controller to ensure safe traveling on steel surfaces.

2.3
Figure 3. System architecture.
Regarding sensing devices, the robot is equipped with
multiple imaging sensors: two video cameras for images
capturing and video streaming, and a time-of-flight (ToF)
camera for capturing 3D data. The USB camera in the
back of the robot is installed facing downward to the steel
surface in order to take images of steel surfaces to feed
the image stitching technique. Besides, the ToF camera
is placed so that 3D images received from the camera can
assist navigation as well as 3D structure construction.
Apart from cameras, eight Hall Effect sensors which
are able to detect the presence of magnetic field are also
used. We use two sensors which are mounted next to each
other and close to robot’s wheel. By taking advantage of

Figure 4. Robot prototype with integrated sensors.

Robot Navigation

While moving on steel surfaces, there can be a
circumstance that the robot moves far away toward the
edge of the surface which may cause it to fall off.
Therefore, an algorithm using input from IR range
sensors is incorporated to prevent this failure. Denote
1, … ,4 is the index of four IR sensors of the
robot) as the calibrated ranges before robot starts moving,
1, … ,4 as IR sensor reading corresponding to
and
1, … ,4 as travel distances
calculated from Hall Effect sensors. When sensor reading
is out of the range between _
;
where
is a predefined threshold, the robot considers that there
.
is no surface below
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Algorithm 1: Edge Avoidance.
Input:
,
,
,
, , , , , ,
, , ,
for i=1:4 do
if only one
;
then
∉ _
if i:= front right IR sensor then
Stop
Go backward with a distance of 5 cm
(Δ
3).
Rotate left when travel distance of either
2).
right wheels reach 3 cm (Δ
Keep moving.
Check other sensors and take similar
actions.
else stop and wait for commands.

Moreover, the velocity and distance calculated from
Hall Effect sensor reading can help implement the
automatic images capturing so that we can stitch all
collected images to detect corrosion or defect on steel
surface. In this mode, the robot need to stop after
traveling a particular distance to ensure that the two
consecutive images are overlapped.

3
3.1

, ,
are coordinates of the world fix frame
and
as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Relationship between multiple frames.
The following series of transformation should be
done to convert coordinates in image frame to world
frame:

Data Collection and Processing
Image Stitching

In order to enhance steel surface inspection, we
combine image sequences. Captured images are saved to
the memory so that they can be processed later when the
robot finished its operation.
In this technique, it is required that two consecutively
taken images are at least 30% overlapped as shown in
Figure 5. The camera can cover an area of 18cm x 14cm
which means the robot should stop and capture images
every 12 cm.

Figure 5. Overlapped images used for stitching.
While stitching all of the images, we can also
transform the stitched image’s coordinate to the world’s
coordinate. Denote
,
,
as the coordinates of
,
,
are coordinates of
image frame,
camera frame,
, ,
are coordinates of robot frame

where
are the transform matrix from frame to frame
. Since the camera mounting location is fixed on the
and
can be easily calculated by measuring
robot,
the distance between the camera and the steel surface and
can be extracted
the robot’s centre of mass while
from odometry. For more details of this transformation,
please refer to [23].

3.2

3D Construction

The concept of 3D construction or 3D registration is
based on the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm
introduced by Besl et al. [24] and Y. Chen [25] in the
early 1990s. The algorithm was used to construct 3D
model of objects and has later been employed for robotic
applications including 2D, 3D mapping and localization
[26]. The goal of the ICP is to find the transformation
parameters (rotation and translation) that align an input
point cloud to a reference point cloud. Those
transformation parameters are presented in the coordinate
frame of the reference point cloud. Figure 7 shows the
process of 3D registration including ICP algorithm
consisting of following steps [26], [27]:
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Figure 7. 3D map construction process employing ICP algorithm.
1.
2.

3.

4.

Selection: Input point cloud captured from ToF
camera are pre-sampling for higher efficiency.
Matching: Odometry data can be used to estimate
the correspondences between the points in the
subsampled point clouds considered as the initial
alignment.
Rejection: Filtering the correspondences to reduce
the number of outliers, multiple points with same
corresponding point are rejected.
Alignment: Calculating assessment criteria which
are normally point-to-point or point-to-plane error
metrics, then minimizing it to find the optimal
transformation.

the destination as well as using lifting mechanism to
overcome stuck condition as shown in Figure 9.b.

Figure 8. Robot moves on vertical surface while
carrying all sensors.

The algorithm stops when one of these case happens:
1.

3.

Convergence: the error metric falls under a
threshold or remain constant; or the transformation
parameters become unchanged.
The algorithm does not converge after a given
number of iterations.
Transformation parameters are out of bound.

4

Experimental Results

2.

In order to verify the edge avoidance algorithm as
well as the data collection and processing technique, we
have conducted multiple experiments under lab
environment utilizing different steel bars. During the test,
one 2S1P (2 cells) 7.4V 5000 milliampere-hour (mAh)
and one 3S1P 11.1V 5000 mAh batteries are used to
power the robot. One laptop which can connect to a
wireless LAN is used as a ground station.
First of all, the full robot with all sensor integrated is
tested to climb on a vertical steel surface in order to verify
the load carrying capability. During the test, the robot
strongly adheres to steel structure as shown in Figure 8.
Another test is conducted when robot moves on a
constructed steel structures from one end to the other end
as depicted in Figure 9. The robot successfully reaches

Figure 9. Robot moves on a bridge-like steel
structure with Edge Avoidance.
During the test, data collected from both video
camera and depth camera are transmitted over wireless
connection to the laptop acting as ground station.
Received data are illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Visual and depth images from cameras
showing the condition of the bridge surface. Top
images show visual condition, and bottom images
show the 3D structure maps.
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Regarding 3D construction capability, the robot
moves on a flat steel structure as shown in Figure 11.
While the robot is traveling on the structure, 3D images
are captured from the ToF camera. The data is both
transferred to the ground station and saved to the onboard computer’s hard disk. The 3D images are taken
every 100 milliseconds in order to obtain enough
overlapped area between two consecutive images. After
the robot successfully reach the other end of the steel
structure, we apply ICP algorithm to align all stored 3D
images to form a 3D map of the environment including
the steel structure. The 3D construction results are
presented in Figure 12 and Figure 13.

Furthermore, from the images collected through the
camera facing downward to the surface, we are able to
stitch the images together. From the stitched image, we
can spot some areas of steel structure which have been
greatly or slightly deteriorated as shown in Figure 14.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

This work describes the visual and 3D structure
inspection for steel bridges and steel structures using the
developed climbing robot. The robot is able to carry
several sensors and move safely on steel surfaces to
collect data. The acquired visual and 3D images are
transferred to ground station for real-time monitoring and
processing. An image stitching technique has been
implemented to create an entire image of steel surface
from captured images. Moreover, various sensors are
integrated to ensure safe navigation on steel surfaces.
Further work needed to be done including localization
using combined odometry and camera data,
implementation of map construction method as well as
visual crack detection algorithm from stitched images.
Additionally, a cooperative process can be used to
employ multiple robots for faster inspecting a steel large
bridge.

Figure 11. Robot setup to test 3D construction
capability.
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Figure 12. Resulting map from 3D images.

Figure 13. 3D registration from point cloud data.
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Figure 14. Images stitching result: (Top) 10 individual images taken by the robot; (Middle) Stitching image
result from those 10 individual images; (Bottom) Closer look (zoom-in) at some areas, from left-to-right,
showing “good condition”, “serious deteriorated condition”, and “light deteriorated condition” of the steel
surface, respectively.
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